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Kwoklyn Wan stands as a confident and captivating presenter, boasting a rich
background in television and media.

With notable appearances on ITV’s ‘This Morning’, C4's ‘Packed Lunch’, Amazon Prime and
numerous live events, as well as various radio shows and podcasts. Kwoklyn brings an
unrivalled flair to the screen, stage & airwaves. His charismatic presence and ability to
effortlessly command an audience make him a perfect fit for TV show hosting and
interviews. Kwoklyn possesses the unique knack of turning interviews into engaging,
watchable experiences that captivate viewers. His vibrant persona and extensive media
experience make him a compelling choice for any show or event, elevating the
entertainment value and ensuring an unforgettable experience for both audiences and
producers alike.

KWOKLYN WAN

AS SEEN ON:



Acclaimed as the worldwide best-selling author behind the Chinese Takeaway Cookbook
series, Kwoklyn brings an unparalleled culinary expertise that spans the globe. His
cookbooks, available in numerous languages worldwide, are a testament to his deep-
rooted passion for food and culinary exploration. Kwoklyn seamlessly integrates Chinese
cuisine into diverse cultures, appealing to individuals eager to savour and replicate
authentic recipes in their own kitchens. His books vividly reflect his unwavering love for
food, mirroring the same infectious energy and enthusiasm he shares while showcasing
his culinary skills. Kwoklyn's ability to blend mouthwatering recipes with heartfelt
narratives makes him an ideal collaborator for ventures within the realms of food, media,
and entertainment.

BOOKS WRITTEN



A seasoned TV personality known for his engaging
performances on both live and recorded shows. He
demonstrates exceptional professionalism and
collaborates effortlessly with production teams, directors
and crews alike. His television journey soared with the
premiere of 'Kwoklyn’s Chinese Takeaway Kitchen' on
Amazon Prime, capturing audiences in the UK and USA with
iits captivating episodes, including a highly anticipated
'Christmas Special.' Kwoklyn's screen presence is marked by
his magnetic charisma, infectious humour, and vibrant
energy, injecting an entertaining flair into every
appearance. His cool composure in front of the camera
cements his reputation as an engaging and memorable TV
personality.



A magnetic presenter renowned for his effortless
stage presence and captivating delivery. His
appearances at events such as the Bolton Food
and Drink Festival and BBC Good Food Show
epitomise his ability to engage and inform
audiences. Kwoklyn's presentations are an
exhilarating blend of entertainment and
education, making for a delightful and easy-to-
watch experience; leaving a lasting impression
with his engaging demeanour, ensuring every
moment spent with him is both informative and
immensely enjoyable. 



CLICK TO VIEW SHOWREEL

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ynHE0oaVE7M
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ynHE0oaVE7M
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Email us: admin@kwoklynwan.com

CLICK TO FOLLOWCLICK TO VIEW SHOWREELDON'T MISS THE CHANCE TO
DAZZLE YOUR AUDIENCE;

 SECURE KWOKLYN WAN FOR AN
EXPERIENCE THAT LEAVES A
LASTING IMPACT AND EAGER

ANTICIPATION FOR MORE!

https://www.instagram.com/kwoklyn1/?hl=en
https://www.tiktok.com/@kwoklyn1
https://www.facebook.com/kwoklyn1/
https://twitter.com/i/flow/login?redirect_after_login=%252FKwoklyn1
https://www.youtube.com/@KwoklynWan
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ynHE0oaVE7M

